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**Tom travels to Iran!** 

GENERAL INFO FOR TRAVELLING IN IRAN 

“Iran is a surprising country and almost all of  the surprises are pleasant! From all the media 
reports we get, no-one could be blamed for going there with at least some trepidation, but my 

experiences confirm those of  Timeless travellers who have been there in recent years. The  
Iranian people are warm and welcoming, there is no hostility to foreigners (outside the official 
media), the historical sites, museums, bazaars and handicrafts are fantastic, accommodation is 

excellent, cheap and varied, there are no safety concerns day or night in the parts of  Iran 
where tourists want to visit and food is plentiful, fresh and varied.” Tom, November 2010 
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First, the basics: 
Visas: Australian tourists require a visa to enter Iran which should be pre-arranged before departure. To get a visa, it’s necessary 

to have a program booked and to receive an authorization number from Iran. Women’s photos submitted with the application 
should be in a headscarf showing no hair (start to get used to that scarf!) 

If documentation is correct the visa will be issued promptly – mine was returned from Canberra in a few days.  

Language: The language of Iran is predominantly Farsi, a unique spoken and written language. English is not spoken much and 

not taught in public schools. Road signage in cities and rural areas is in both Farsi and English but shop signs are rarely in English.  

While learning to read or speak Farsi is a complete waste of time for visitors, anyone going to Iran should learn the Farsi symbols 
for the numbers 0-9. It’s not difficult (1 and 9 are like ours) but a great help in looking at prices in shops, mileages, phone numbers 
etc as our numbers are not used often. 

Money/tipping: The currency is the Rial. There were 10,000 Rials to USD/AUD 1 in November. Notes have low  

denominations so, changing USD 200 at the airport, I received 100 x 20,000 notes, far too many to put in a wallet! Western  
credit cards and ATM cards CANNOT be used AT ALL due to sanctions. So cash is king and the USD is king of cash! I noticed at 
the airport bank that they accepted euros, pounds and UAE dinars however the rate for the USD was significantly better.  

It is virtually impossible to change unused Rials back into other currencies on leaving Iran. So if your stack of notes is not  
diminishing quickly enough, we suggest you tip generously to guides, porters etc especially if you are happy with their service.  

Because of visa requirements, full flights, difficulties in carrying/obtaining cash, securing good hotels and guide/
drivers, Iran, as much as anywhere, is a place where it pays to have travel arrangements made and paid for in advance.  
At Timeless we are ready to make these arrangements for you! 

News, Email and Internet Access: Mobile phones are everywhere and reception seemed good wherever I went.  

Facebook, Skype and emails are no problem except for some slowness. The internet is somewhat censored. Wi-fi is common in 
hotels and access to foreign sites is easy. Satellite TV is common though officially illegal and some hotels carry BBC, CNN,  
Bloomberg or Euronews on their TV channels. 

Headscarves and Touching: All women are required to wear headscarves in public and, on my arrival flight, they all  

magically appeared prior to the aircraft doors opening on landing! Women are often quite casual about them, show lots of hair at 
the front and sometimes at the back and seem in no hurry to adjust them if they slip. Surprisingly, I did not ever notice frowns or 
disapproving looks from other women or men when this happened. Favourite dress for women is jeans and high-heeled shoes or 
boots but usually covered by a cloak (manteau) or dress. 

Some Iranian women are perfectly happy to shake foreign mens’ hands but others find it highly embarrassing and it certainly does 
not happen between Iranian men and women who don’t know each other. If you, a foreign man, are introduced to an Iranian  
woman, wait for the woman. If she offers her hand there is no problem in taking it. While I don’t have personal experience, the 
reverse also applies. Public kissing except on the cheek between friends of the same sex is unknown but it’s common to see young 
couples of opposite sex holding hands in public places. It would be assumed that they are married but unless they wear rings (a  
custom, by the way, which originated in Iran) there is no way of knowing except by members of their families and friends. 

Getting Around: The international airport is connected by ‘tollway’ to Tehran though no-one seems to collect tolls. There is 

no obvious speed limit and the driving style is gung-ho. Road lanes have no connection with actual traffic streams, motor bikes use 
bus lanes in the opposite direction to buses and speeding is normal.  

Because of incessant traffic jams in Tehran, Thursday afternoon and Friday (weekend) are the best days to visit. Most Museums are 
open. Monday is the worst day for sightseeing as only the Jewels Treasury is open among the main museums.  

Other major Iranian cities do not have the same traffic problems as Tehran. Divided highways exist or are being built between all 
the major towns and cities and there are metros under construction or finished in the main cities. 

There are EU warnings against some domestic flights in Iran – particularly those using antiquated Russian aircraft -but the two 
flights I took were well-flown in modern aircraft with excellent service and as good as anywhere else in the world.  

In Iran, many guides drive. We’d recommend and can arrange for travellers to have one national or several local of the 
excellent and relatively inexpensive English-speaking professional Iranian guides. 
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Food: Iran’s three staple foods are steamed rice, yoghurt and kebabs (chicken or lamb). They are served with fresh vegetables like 

tomato, carrot, cabbage, radishes and onion. Herbs like basil and mint accompany and there are tasty flat breads. Stews and potato 
chips are also common. Food comes in big quantities and lunch is the main meal.  

Breakfasts are similar to Mediterranean - feta cheese, tomatoes, cucumber, but hotels also offer cereals and pastries, honey and 
jams. Hotels happily provide packed takeaway breakfasts if you are starting early. Food generally is fresh, plentiful and tasty. Fruit 
and nuts are also readily  
available everywhere. In November, it was mandarin, persimmon, pomegranate and melon season. There is a local gelato served in 
Shiraz called falodeh which is delicious as is a Tehran dessert, ferni, made from yoghurt and date syrup.  

Tea is common as is a doogh (mint yoghurt drink), coke, fanta etc. Coffee is generally Nescafe. Alcohol is completely prohibited 
but can be found if you are desperate and there is a non-alcoholic beer which comes in several flavours such as lemon, strawberry 
or  
pomegranate! Fruit juice is rarely fresh in hotels. 

Smoking is not common and women never smoke in public. Every hotel I went to had ashtrays in rooms and I don’t know if  
non-smoking rooms are possible. Water pipes (galyan in Iran, sheesha or nargile elsewhere) are available in cafes. 

Politics, the Military and Religion: Surprisingly, in the Islamic Republic of Iran, there is not much more evidence of 

religious observance than in secular Islamic states like Turkey and Syria. Pictures of ruling ayatollahs are everywhere but I saw few 
mullahs on the streets. Incidentally, those wearing black turbans are descended from the prophet Mohammed; those with white  
turbans are not related. 

Political ranting on Iranian TV and in newspapers is pretty scary stuff but such views seem uncommon among the people. You 
don’t see many soldiers but there are plenty of police, who seem well-respected, including traffic and tourist police. Some Iranians 
talk freely (and often highly critically) of government and politics in their country. Many are openly against the religious rule in Iran. 
I would strongly suggest to travellers in Iran that it is best to wait for an Iranian to raise such topics and to be cautious, initially at 
least, in your responses. 

Odd Spot – Surreptitious Australian Invasion: It’s currently very trendy to plant eucalypt trees in Iran especially in 

the south and in desert areas. You see recently planted gums at some of history’s oldest monuments, as city street trees and in  
public and private gardens.  

SIGHTSEEING IN IRAN 

Iran has majestic snow-capped mountains, lakes, seas and a variety of  climates to rival  
Australia’s. But like Australia, Iran lacks rivers and water in a large part of  the country and 
its historical character was largely formed by the ability to tame the heat and aridity of  the 

deserts for human survival.  

Historically, Iran first became prominent under Cyrus the Great in the 6th century BC when a 
number of  tribal kingdoms were united and expanded. Under rulers following Cyrus such as 

Darius and Xerxes, Persian empires rose and fell under a bewildering succession of   
dynasties. A surprising amount remains physically even from the early years of  empire and 

Iran has eight designated World Heritage sites.  



Any Iran tour should include Tehran, Shiraz Esfahan and preferably Yazd for at least two nights each. Sites and museums 

are rarely crowded and entry is ridiculously cheap.  

Among the major historical sites located near Shiraz, Persepolis with its temples and bas-reliefs stands out. But in each of the  
cities there are beautiful gardens, spectacular mosques, religious shrines, stunning palaces, public squares, beautiful handicrafts and 
amazing bazaars. And there is an array of interesting museums particularly in Tehran. Yazd, Iran’s oldest city and the desert region 
which surrounds it, showcase the desert (kavir) culture of wind-towers, qanats (underground water channels, mud bricks, ice 
houses and caravanserais which taught humans how to survive and flourish in hostile climates. Only in the 20th century, with the 
spread of electricity and piped water, have these ancient systems been superseded.  

Known to locals as Nesfe Jahan (literally half of the world), Esfahan is one of the world’s most beautiful cities and a fitting  
climax to any visit to Iran. 

Please note that people touring Iran need to be prepared to do a lot of walking. Obviously, as at ancient sites in most countries, 
there is a lot of walking and climbing of stairs required. But lack of parking in main cities is another factor. For inner city  
museums, monuments, mosques, and parks, it is often easier for guides and bus drivers to park in one spot and walk you from 
place to place so a reasonable level of basic walking fitness for 5km or more per day and good walking shoes or sneakers are  
essential. Old roads and paths in central city areas are often uneven and/or cobbled so you also have to watch your step. 

However, we know that the friendliness of the people and the marvels of history and culture in Iran will appeal to most  
travellers. 

OZTURK TREASURES OF PERSIA - 12 Days/ 11 Nights - 10 October 2011 

You will discover a country of warm and fascinating people living within an ancient and sophisticated culture.  
Embrace Iran and allow the Iranians to embrace you. Visit Tehran, the dynamic capital of Iran, visit Shiraz, the  
cultural capital and Esfahan with its rich Persian and Islamic architecture. We travel to Yazd , Iran’s oldest  
inhabited city, where your journey will take you back to the time when humans not only mastered harsh conditions but 
also produced a rich and unique civilisation in the desert. You’ll also visit Kashan and Qom. 
 

For a full itinerary, booking form, airfares or further details please contact us on (02) 9904 1239 
or email travtour@timeless.com.au.  
 

Dates: 10 October - 21 October 2011; Prices start from: $3,250 per person (double/twin share), single supplement $650 

Passenger feedback on Iran ... 

IRAN, SYRIA & LEBANON: 
“Iran is a wonderful country to be an independent traveller - provided all the planning and bookings are done properly by an agency as 

good as Timeless Tours, as was ours when we visited Iran for 15 days. You need to spend some days with knowledgeable guides who 

will make the sites and sights come alive for you. Then you can also wander about freely, with the only restriction we found being that 

women tourists have to wear a long scarf (hejab) to cover their hair - something of a time saver each morning! - as well as covering 

their arms and legs. The accommodation, food and transport (we used planes, inter-city buses and cars) were all very good to excellent. 

Above all, the young and older people we encountered were friendly, courteous and welcoming - and proud of their long history which 

has shaped them; their Farsi language; their poets and heroes; the beauty of their land and its historic places. We visited Tehran, Shiraz, 

Yadz, Esfehan, and Kashan: the most beautiful for us was Esfahan (go there to see why!!), but all of them have special big and small 

things to see and enjoy… we long to make a return visit to explore more.  

With the same excellent planning, bookings and guides, we also visited Syria (our third visit) and Lebanon. We stayed for a few days in 

the old city area of Damascus, certainly one of the most people-friendly big cities we know, and also visited the well preserved  

Crusader castle, Crac des Chevaliers.  

In Lebanon we went to many great sites around Bekaa Valley and in the mountains, but none more impressive than the huge,  

well-preserved Roman ruins Ba’albek. In Beirut, a highlight was the restored National Museum, and the story of how it and its treasures 

were saved through the civil war that finished in 1991.” Lawson Lobb and Jill Harris.  
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